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Legal Information 

No license (express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise) to any intellectual property rights is granted by this document. 

Intel disclaims all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and 

non-infringement, as well as any warranty arising from course of performance, course of dealing, or usage in trade. 

This document contains information on products, services and/or processes in development.  All information provided here is subject to change without notice. 

Contact your Intel representative to obtain the latest forecast, schedule, specifications and roadmaps. 

The products and services described may contain defects or errors known as errata which may cause deviations from published specifications. Current 

characterized errata are available on request. 

Copies of documents which have an order number and are referenced in this document may be obtained by calling 1-800-548-4725 or by visiting 

www.intel.com/design/literature.htm. 

.Intel, the Intel logo and VTune are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.  

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others 

 

© 2014 Intel Corporation  

      Microsoft, Windows, and the Windows logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 
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1.8.1 • Platform Power Analysis Viewpoint replaces CPU Frequency, CPU 
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• Support for importing  SoC Watch (.sww1) files directly from the 

GUI.  
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1 About this Document 
This document describes the Intel® SoC Watch for  Windows tool. Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* OS is 

a command-line tool that can be used to collect and analyze power-related data on Windows* OS 

platforms including C/P/D/S-state residencies, thermals, energy consumption, and the idle and wakeup 

behavior that can lead to inefficient use of energy.   

1.1 Intended Audience 
This guide is intended as a supplement to the documentation on SoC Watch for Windows* OS with the 

specific purpose of highlighting usage of Intel® Energy Profiler to visualize SoC Watch data. For more 

detailed information on SoC Watch and its features, refer to the latest version of the User’s Guide 

provided to you with the SoC Watch tool package. 

1.2 Software and Version Information 

1.2.1 SoC Watch for Windows* OS 
Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* OS is a command-line tool that can be used to collect and analyze 

power-related data on Windows* OS platforms including C/P/D/S-state residencies, thermals, energy 

consumption, and the idle and wakeup behavior that can lead to inefficient use of energy.  Whenever 

possible, it provides data from both the OS and hardware perspective, such as the detailed C-state 

residency report that shows the OS requested time in deep sleep states compared to the actual 

residency the hardware indicated.  

This guide is intended as a supplement to the documentation on SoC Watch for Windows* OS v1.8 with 

the specific purpose of highlighting usage of Intel® Energy Profiler to visualize SoC Watch data. For 

more detailed information on SoC Watch and its features, refer to the latest version of the User’s Guide 

provided to you with the SoC Watch tool package. 

 

1.2.2 Intel® Energy Profiler  
Intel Energy Profiler provides summary and over-time views of power and energy metrics collected 

using SoC Watch. The sleep state timeline includes wakeup reasons and all timelines are correlated to 

assist in identifying cause-effect relationships in the data and periodic behavior.   Energy Profiler is a 

feature of VTune™ Amplifier for Systems tool that is included in Intel System Studio. VTune Amplifier 

2014 for Systems Update 2  and supports import of data collected using SoC Watch for Windows* OS.  

VTune Amplifier 2015 for Systems and beyond includes the SoC Watch collector in its package. 
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1.3 Conventions and Symbols 
The following conventions are used in this document. 

Table 1  Conventions and Symbols used in this Document 

This type style Indicates an element of syntax, reserved word, keyword, filename, computer output, or part 

of a program example. The text appears in lowercase unless uppercase is significant. 

This type style Indicates the exact characters you type as input. Also used to highlight the elements of a 

graphical user interface such as buttons and menu names. 

This type style Indicates a placeholder for an identifier, an expression, a string, a symbol, or a value. 

Substitute one of these items for the placeholder. 

[ items ] 

 

Indicates that the items enclosed in brackets are optional. 

{ item | item } Indicates to select only one of the items listed between braces. A vertical bar ( | ) separates 

the items. 

... (ellipses) Indicates that you can repeat the preceding item. 

1.4 Related Documentation 
See the following related document: 

 Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* OS User’s Guide for information on installing, running and 

viewing collection results on your target system. 

1.5 Release Notes 

1.5.1 Version 1.9 
This release contains bug fixes and improvements in the help. 

1.5.1.1 Known Issues 

The issues documented below are known problems that will be addressed in upcoming releases. 

 C-state views differ from those generated by SoC Watch for Android* OS. Note that there are 

fundamental differences in how C-state data is collected on Windows and Android, and that this 

causes visible discrepancies in the visualized timeline. On Android, C-state transitions and 

residencies are all gathered from H/W, but Windows uses a combination of OS and H/W data. As 

a result, all tabs displaying CPU C-state data will have rows plotting OS Core C-state transitions 
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and wakeups where Energy Profiler shows H/W Core C-states for Android, and there will be 

extra rows below showing H/W C-state residencies on Windows. 

 Discrepancy between grid and timeline units in the Power and Bandwidth tabs. These tabs plot 

a rate value in the timeline and a total in the grid. See the detailed discussion for more 

information on this discrepancy and how to interpret the data. 

 Discrepancy between grid and SoC Watch summary in the NC Device States and Thermal tabs. 

These tabs have sample counts in the grid instead of summary statistics. Find details here for 

more information on this discrepancy and how to interpret the data. 

 Wakeup reason summary in grid may differ from text report summary. If more than one logical 

processor wakeups the core at the same time, only the first one is accounted for in the Energy 

Profiler grid view. The text report shows the accurate wakeup events summary. 

 Bandwidth and power grid data may differ from text report summaries.  The accumulated 

difference of individual samples being truncated can result in a different total in the grid view 

versus the simple difference calculation used for the text report. 

 System Sleep Summary may report time in non-S0 states.  If the accumulated time for S0ix 

states does not total 100 percent of the collection time due to slight difference, the Summary 

incorrectly labels the difference as non-S0 states. 

 Core temperature data may be missing in the timeline. Occasionally a gap appears in the 

timeline for a particular core’s thermal data, the problem is under investigation. 

 Inconsistency in CPU C-state residency records exported to .sww1 may be detected. If so, a 

warning is displayed during post-processing when the .sww1 export file is generated. You can 

import this data for viewing, but the hardware data shown for CPU C-states will have invalid 

data spikes of greater than 150%, resulting in a white band across the top due to the grid scale 

having been adjusted for these erroneous values. 

§ 
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2 Steps for Viewing Energy Data 
This section explains the steps that you need to follow in order to view the collected data on Intel® 

VTune™ Amplifier for Systems.: 

2.1 Create export file (.sww1) with SoC Watch  
When --result sww is specified alongside any SoC Watch collection, data will be written to a file with 

extension .sww1 and may be imported into VTune Amplifer for visualization. The export file can also be 

created after collection using the re-processing option --input in conjunction with --result sww.  

Example:   

The following command will generate an export file containing all supported metrics called run1.sww1 

that can be imported and visualized in Energy Profiler. The--max-detail option is required to 

generate a complete set of timeline data for all metrics. 

socwatch -t 30 -f sys --r sww --max-detail --o run1 

2.2 Import SoC Watch Data File (.sww1) into Energy 

Profiler 
After you create the export sww1 file, you can import it to the system with VTune Amplifier for Systems 

installed, using a command line, or the graphic user interface. 

2.2.1 Import via Command Line 
Run the following command to create a VTune Amplifier project with the SoC Watch trace data: 

amplxe-cl --import <path_to_sww1_file> --result-dir <project_folder> 

where <project folder> is the result directory, for example, r001, or the full path to the result 

directory, for example, C:\Users\user_name\Documents\Amplifier for 
Systems\Projects\project_name\r001 

NOTE: You need to specify a non-exisitng folder name 

Launch VTune Amplifier to open the new project using this command: 

amplxe-gui <project_name> 

VTune Amplifier should start up and automatically open your project such that you see summary 

statistics for the SoC Watch collection, in addition to several other tabs depending on the types of data 

collected.   
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2.2.2 Import via Graphic User Interface 
To  import a .sww1 file from the VTune Amplifier GUI, click on the Import Results icon at the top left of 

the VTune Amplifer toolbar,  as shown in the below figure. Select import a single file and browse to the 

location of the .sww1 file to be imported, then select it. (If the import icon is grayed-out, create a New 

Project with just a name, to enable this option.) 
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3 Platform Power Analysis Viewpoint  
Upon opening a SoC Watch data trace with VTune Amplifier (Energy Profiler), you will see a viewpoint 

that shows statistics summarizing the collection. SoC Watch supports one viewpoint with several tabs: 

 Platform Power Analysis 

NOTE: The Analysis Target and Analysis Type tabs in the viewpoint are empty because VTune Amplifier 

has no knowledge of the SoC Watch collection target or options. 

3.1 Supported Metrics 
Energy Profiler displays the following SoC Watch metrics in several tabs: 

 CPU C and P States 

 Graphics C and P States 

 Core Wake-ups 

 D0ix States 

 S0iX and S-States 

 Memory Bandwidth 

 Energy/Power 

 Temperature 

 DRAM self-refresh 

 Timer Resolution 

3.2 Usage Tips 
 

Below are a few suggestions to help you explore the data displayed in Platform Power Analysis 

viewpoint tabs. 

3.2.1 Timeline Tips 
The following tips are useful when analyzing the timeline section of the tab. The timeline shows the 

data over time, and it is typically shown in the bottom half of each tab in the viewpoint. 

 Some rows can expand and reveal component rows. Look for a + next to the row name, as in 

the Package C-state timeline shown below.  
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 Hover over a row to see more information.  Align the cursor over a row to see a breakdown of 

the data values in that row at that point in time corresponding to the cursor. 

 Rows and markers can be hidden.  Toggle the checkboxes in the legend on the right to show or 

hide data within a row, markers within a row, and/or entire rows.  

 Zoom in on rows for a better view.  Click and drag horizontally across the rows to select a time 

interval within the total collection.  Release the mouse button to see a list of options for 

zooming in on this interval.  Zoom In and Filter In by Selection is particularly useful because it 

will not only zoom, but also recalculate all of the grid’s summary data based on the current 

selection. Once a filter has been applied in one tab it will persist across all tabs within that 

viewpoint, highlighting the selected time interval on each tab. Right click and select Remove All 

Filters to restore the original grid and clear the selection from the timeline. 

 

 Triangle markers indicate discrete data points.  Blue triangle markers drawn on a timeline 

indicate sampling points--the points in time at which data was collected by SoC Watch. These 

are only associated with metrics read from hardware sources. The markers show the granularity 

of the data collection intervals, which is important to take into consideration especially for 

sampled data because SoC Watch for Windows* OS collects data at context-switch points 

instead of performing regular polling. Yellow triangle markers indicate wake-up objects that are 

associated with a sleep state change at a given point in time. 

Default Expanded 
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 Sets of rows can be sorted.  When rows are grouped into labeled sets (like the rows above in 

the Package/Core set), they can be sorted according to their names in ascending or descending 

order. Right click one of the row labels and select the Sort By feature. 

3.2.2 Grid Tips 
The following tips are useful when analyzing the grid section of the tab. The grid shows the overall data 

collected, and it is typically shown in the upper half of each tab in the viewpoint except Correlate 

Metrics tab. 

 The grid can show a more detailed breakdown of information. Click the small >> button next 

to a column name to see it broken down into multiple columns with fine-grain information.  

  

 

 The grid can be displayed in different units. Right click any data cell in the grid and select 

Show Data As to convert the data in all cells on that column. For instance, selecting Percent can 

be useful for comparing the grid data with the corresponding SoC Watch summary report. 

 The focus of the grid data can be changed.  Find the drop-down menu labeled Grouping just 

above the grid and select a different value to change the content of the grid table.  For instance, 

using the C/P States tab, you can change the grouping to either package, module, or core in 

order to display the data summary corresponding to residencies at the package, module, or 

core level, respectively. 

3.2.3 Filtering Data 
 Some tabs allow timeline data to be filtered by category.  At the bottom of the tab, below all 

timeline rows, there are drop-down menus that can be used to apply a filter to the timeline 

rows so that only data of a certain category will be drawn.  In the example below, for instance, 

CPU C-state timelines have been filtered to only show the time intervals in which a core was 

awakened by a RDY event.  

Default Expanded 
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3.3 Viewpoint Tabs 
The tips listed above are useful for navigating most SoC Watch views in Energy Profiler, but a few tabs 

have special features that are noted below.  

3.3.1 Correlate Metrics Tab 
This contains timelines for all features aligned on the same time scale, which is useful for assessing 

behavior across the platform.  

NOTE: There is no grid in this tab, but grid summaries for individual metrics can be found on the 

corresponding metric tab.  

3.3.2 Power Tab and Bandwidth Tab 
There is a difference between the units in the grid and the units on the timeline in each of these tabs.  

The timeline plots an instantaneous rate (mW or MB/s) whereas the grid displays the total value for the 

collection (mJ or MB).  For example, the power timeline depicts the changes in power consumption 

rates over time and the grid shows the total energy consumed.  
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3.3.3 Thermal Tab and NC Device States Tab  
On these tabs, the SoC Watch summary report will not exactly match the grid summary because it 

displays sample counts instead of residency time or other statistics. In the case of the thermal data, the 

grid will show the number of times that a certain temperature was recorded. 

3.3.4 Graphics C/P States Tab 
On the graphics C/P States tab, the P-state timeline has several unique features. Note that the 

frequency graph is a dashed line to indicate that the trend has been inferred from data read from the 

hardware at discrete sampling points (marked with blue triangles), instead of coming from a residency 

counter.  In addition, active time (as read from the graphics C-state residency counters) is marked on the 

P-state trend as a green bar to highlight the relationship between RC0 residency and frequency 

transitions. 
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3.3.5 CPU C/P States Tab and Core Wake-ups Tab 
These tabs can visualize the following residency data (if collected): package, module, HW core, SW core, 

core wakeups, and core frequency as shown in the snapshot below.  

Sleep States 

Processor architectures can have different hierarchies for sleep states. The lanes of data and legend to 

the right will show the appropriate hierarchy for the platform on which the data was collected, either 

Package/Core or Package/Module/Core.   

NOTE: SoC Watch for Windows can collect core sleep states using two data sources: one from hardware and 

one from software. In the hierarchy described above, core sleep states represent the data collected 
using software data sources. Core sleep states collected using hardware data sources are represented 

in their own lane below the Package/Core or Package/Module/Core hierarchies.  

 

Wakeup band 

Core sleep states collected using software data sources contain a wakeup band as shown in the figure 

below. The wakeup band represents the wakeup objects which caused the core to switch from a sleep 

state to an active state. Each wakeup object type is represented using a unique color. By hovering over 

the band, you can view all the wake-up objects at that point in time including details such as wakeup 

object type, start time, and duration.  
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